EDUCATION & WORK EXPERIENCE

Hi ! I’m Agathe.
A French curious Graphic & UI Designer.

CONTACT
MY WEBSITE
www.agathebrethome.com

MY E-MAIL
brethome.agathe@gmail.com

AND MY PHONE
+33 (0) 6 06 59 80 08

May to Oct. 2016
INTERN AS UI DESIGNER, ILLUSTRATOR
In charge of interfaces creation, for websites
and media online, but also illustration and
datavizualisation.

2015- Present
MASTER’S DEGREE IN MANAGEMENT
Specialized in the big functions of the management, the acquisition of managerial skills.
@IEMN-IAE, Nantes, France

2014- Present
MASTER’S DEGREE IN INFORMATION DESIGN
I explored the challenges of data and
the users experiences.
@L’École de Design Nantes Atlantique

Aug. to Dec. 2015

LANGUAGES
FRENCH
Because it’s my native language.
ENGLISH
Fluent. Who said French people
doesn’t know how to speak English ?
CHINESE
The harder the better.

STUDYING ABROAD
Five months in a different country, where I’ve
learn differents skills, such as photography.
@RMACD, Denver, USA

Sep. to Nov. 2014
INTERN AS GRAPHIC DESIGNER
First time when I discovered a graphic design
agency, and fit in the creative process.
@Leraf Studio, Nantes, France

2011-2014
BACHELOR’S DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
An occasion to learn about the graphic
design’skills, such as Packaging, Branding, 3D...
@L’École de Design Nantes Atlantique, Nantes

2011
HOBBIES
PHOTOGRAPHY
I like this medium where I can improve
my designer’s eye. Specially the beauty
of the world’s landscapes.
TRAVELLING
Descovering a new culture, to be able
to see the world is a great source
of inspiration for me.
COOKING
An other medium where I can express
my creativy. But it’s also a skill who needs
a lot of strictness.

Now you’re getting
to know me, let’s see
what I can do for you !

BACCALAURÉAT IN SCIENCES
High School diploma equivalent to an A level.
@Lycée Jules Verne

SKILLS
PHOTOSHOP, ILLUSTRATOR, INDESIGN
The master tool for a perfect composition,
such as print, wireframes, even branding.
LIGHTROOM, PREMIERE PRO, 3DS MAX
One software for one task. Phototgraphy
editing, video edit and motion graphics,
and last but not least, modelisation.
HTML & CSS
A language that I can understand,
speak and write.
ILLUSTRATION
A skill, but also a pleasure. A way of giving
life to my creativity.

